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Spice up your site and increase traffic!
    

    Ho-hum Web sites don't stop a lot of visitors. With the step-by-step solutions in this book, however, you can make yours create a traffic jam. Add dynamic content to your home page. Make page elements—tables, borders, scrollbars—fit your overall theme. Display several different images in unique ways. Create multi-level or CSS-based menus. Boost value with maps, site searches, and RSS feeds. Choose a few makeovers or all of them, and watch your site come to life!    

    Makeovers that make your site stand out     

	Homepage makeovers—what belongs where, what doesn't, and how to grab attention     
	Layout makeovers—how to size pages, arrange content, and center pages in the browser     
	Text makeovers—fonts, sizes, headings, and how presentation is everything     
	Performance makeovers—tricks for making images download in a flash     
	Form makeovers—ways to spruce up the most boring part of your site     
	Site makeovers—learn to link without losing your visitors and how to maximize search engine rankings     


    Companion Web Site    

    HTML and image files for many of the makeovers in this book can be downloaded at www.wiley.com/go/makeovers     

       About the Author

Richard Wagner is an experienced Web designer and author of several Web technology books, including Yahoo SiteBuilder For Dummies, XSLT For Dummies, XML All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies, and JavaScript Unleashed. He is the former Vice President of Product Development at NetObjects and inventor of the award-winning NetObjects ScriptBuilder Web tool. In his non-tech life, Richard is also author of C.S. Lewis & Narnia For Dummies, Christianity For Dummies, and The Gospel Unplugged. His online home is at Digitalwalk.com.       
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Developmental Hematopoiesis: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2004

	During the past few decades, technical and conceptual breakthroughs have led to a virtual revolution in developmental biology. In part through cross-species compa- sons and multidisciplinary approaches (combining, for example, classical embry- ogy, genetics, molecular biology, and systems biology), major questions have often been redefined...
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Introduction to Software Process Improvement (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010


	The objective of this book is to give an introduction to the software process improvement

	field to computer science students. The well-known Capability Maturity Model Integration

	(CMMI1) is used as the vehicle for software process improvement as it has become the

	de facto standard2 for implementing best practice in software...
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Antipatterns: Managing Software Organizations and People, Second Edition (Applied Software Engineering Series)Auerbach Publications, 2011

	Emphasizing leadership principles and practices, Antipatterns: Managing Software Organizations and People, Second Edition catalogs 49 business practices that are often precursors to failure. This updated edition of a bestseller not only illustrates bad management approaches, but also covers the bad work environments and...
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PostNuke Content ManagementSams Publishing, 2004
A practical, application-oriented guide to building content-oriented Web sites and portals with PostNuke package.

	
    PostNuke is the single most popular PHP-based content management system, and is also the most featured open source CMS available.
...
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The Fuzzy Systems Handbook: A Practitioner's Guide to Building, Using, and Maintaining Fuzzy Systems/Book and DiskAcademic Press, 1994
My 1965 paper on fuzzy sets was motivated in large measure by the conviction that traditional methods of systems analysis are unsuited for dealing with systems in which relations between variables do not lend themselves to representation in terms of differential or difference equations. Such systems are the norm in biology, sociology, economics...
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Divine Talk: Religious Argumentation in Demosthenes (Oxford Classical Monographs)Oxford University Press, 2009
Gunther Martin examines the references to religion in the speeches of Demosthenes and other Athenian orators in the 4th century BC. In Part I he demonstrates the role religion plays in the rhetorical strategy of speeches in political trials: his main argument is that speakers had to be consistent in their approach to religion throughout their...
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